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Abstract: The thickness of oil spills on the sea is an important but poorly studied topic. Means to
measure slick thickness are reviewed. More than 30 concepts are summarized. Many of these are
judged not to be viable for a variety of scientific reasons. Two means are currently available to
remotely measure oil thickness, namely, passive microwave radiometry and time of acoustic travel.
Microwave radiometry is commercially developed at this time. Visual means to ascertain oil
thickness are restricted by physics to thicknesses smaller than those of rainbow sheens, which rarely
occur on large spills, and thin sheen. One can observe that some slicks are not sheen and are
probably thicker. These three thickness regimes are not useful to oil spill countermeasures, as most
of the oil is contained in the thick portion of a slick, the thickness of which is unknown and ranges
over several orders of magnitude. There is a continuing need to measure the thickness of oil spills.
This need continues to increase with time, and further research effort is needed. Several viable
concepts have been developed but require further work and verification. One of the difficulties is
that ground truthing and verification methods are generally not available for most thickness
measurement methods.
Keywords: slick thickness; oil spill thickness; slick thickness measurement

1. Introduction
There is a need to measure oil slick thickness [1]. There are presently few reliable methods, either
in the laboratory or in the field, for accurately measuring oil-on-water slick thickness [1]. In addition
to measuring slick thickness, there is little information published on the thickness regimes of oil spills.
The knowledge of slick thickness would certainly have many uses in the oil spill field, which include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Determining the size of a leak or discharge
Legal action for discharges
Determination of the effectiveness of oil spill countermeasures—particularly in situ burning
and chemical dispersion
Assessing the fate of the oil
Understanding the physics of oil spill spreading
Studying the physics of oil evaporation
Optimizing oil spill countermeasures
Understanding the physical distribution of oil on the sea and the rates of spreading.

Slick thickness measurements are now at an early stage of development. There are many
proposed solutions. The few solutions that are available are complex and involve extensive
equipment. There are no simple solutions.
There are numerous problems in the field. First and foremost, there are few available field
measurement techniques, only passive microwave. Thus, we know little about how slicks are
distributed and what the ranges of thickness might be. Further, we do not really understand how this
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relates to oil type, water content, sea conditions, etc. Water-in-oil emulsions form and have quite
different appearances and properties with respect to non-emulsified slicks. The existing slick
thickness measurement methods may not work on emulsions.
An important question is the determination of the relevant thickness ranges. Figure 1 illustrates
the orders of magnitude relevant to an oil spill situation. An important point is that the easily
determined visual ranges are orders of magnitude below the relevant thickness ranges needed for oil
spill countermeasures to work. This figure also illustrates the errors that would occur if one used
incorrect information on thickness to determine the volume. The errors could be as large as orders of
magnitude.

Figure 1. Illustration of the relevant oil spill thickness regimes.

2. The Properties of Oil Affecting Thickness Determination
Crude oils are mixtures of hydrocarbon compounds ranging from smaller, volatile compounds
to very large, non-volatile compounds [2]. This mixture of compounds varies according to the
geological formation of the area in which the oil is found and strongly influences the properties of
the oil. For example, crude oils that consist primarily of large compounds are viscous and dense.
Petroleum products such as gasoline or diesel fuel are mixtures of fewer compounds, and thus their
properties are more specific and less variable. Oils also contain varying amounts of other elements
and metals. These minor ingredients, for the most part, do not play a role in oil spill detection or
measurement. The hydrocarbons found in oils can be characterized by their structure. The
hydrocarbon structures found in oil are saturates, aromatics, and polar compounds. The saturate
group of components in oils consists primarily of alkanes, which are compounds of hydrogen and
carbon with the maximum number of hydrogen atoms around each carbon. Thus, the term ‘saturate’
is used because the carbons are ‘saturated’ with hydrogen. Larger saturate compounds are often
referred to as ‘waxes’. Saturate compounds have a modest chemical signature by themselves and thus
do not play a strong role in oil spill remote sensing.
The aromatic compounds include at least one benzene ring of six carbons. These types of
aromatic compounds may have a spectral signature, which, however, is highly variable with respect
to the chemical composition. This spectral signature also changes over time after a spill, as the lighter
components evaporate. Polar compounds are those that have a significant molecular charge as a
result of bonding with compounds such as sulfur, nitrogen, or oxygen. These compounds are rather
inert and do not have a significant spectral signature.
In terms of color, there is little differentiation between oils, especially for crude oils which are
generally brown to black. There are small spectral differences in the visible region of the spectrum
[3]. This changes little as the oil evaporates or weathers after a spill.
Water-in-oil emulsions sometimes form after oil products are spilled. These emulsions, often
called “chocolate mousse” or “mousse” by oil spill workers, make the cleanup of oil spills very
difficult [4]. When water-in-oil emulsions form, the oil physical properties of the oil change
dramatically. As an example, stable emulsions contain from 60 to 80% of water, thus expanding the
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spilled material by 2 to 5 times its original volume. Most importantly, the viscosity of the oil typically
changes from a few hundred mPa.s to about 100,000 mPa.s, which corresponds to an increase by a
factor of 500 to 1000. A liquid product is changed into a heavy, semisolid material. Importantly, four
water-in-oil types have been identified: stable emulsions are reddish-brown semisolid substances
with an average water content of about 70–80% on the day of formation, which remains about the
same one week later [4]. Meso-stable water-in-oil emulsions are reddish-brown viscous liquids with
an average water content of 60–65% on the first day of formation and of less than 30% one week later.
Entrained water-in-oil types are black viscous liquids with an average water content of 40–50% on
the first day of formation and of less than 28% one week later. Many oils do not uptake water to a
significant degree and remain unchanged in this respect. Importantly, the dielectric properties of the
resulting products are very much changed. Oil has a dielectric constant of about 2, and water of about
80. The water-in-oil types would have varying dielectric constants, varying between these two
extremes. This strongly affects the remote sensing properties such as microwave reflection.
3. Proven Techniques
3.1. Microwave Reflectivity
Oil on the sea acts as a matching dielectric layer to the incoming natural microwave radiation
(30 to 300 GHz) [5]. The natural microwave radiation encountering this oil layer causes its surface
brightness to increase as a function of the oil layer thickness, as the emissivity of the oil layer (0.8) is
greater than that of water (0.4) [5]. The microwave brightness of the slick varies with thickness,
however, in a cyclical fashion as shown in Figure 2. This means that a particular microwave
brightness may imply one of several thicknesses [6,7]. One method to overcome this is to use multiple
frequencies as shown in Figure 3. This will reduce the ambiguity to a certain extent. One should note,
however, that the microwave brightness is also influenced by a number of other factors, such as the
weather and sea conditions and the type of oil. Another important factor one should note is that, in
practice, the microwave response requires calibration to determine the response factors. This is
typically carried out using plastic sheets of the appropriate size. Plastic has about the same dielectric
constant as oil.

Figure 2. The cyclic relationship between microwave brightness and oil thickness.
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Figure 3. Use of a dual- or higher-frequency microwave system can eliminate some of the uncertainty
related to thickness.

Hollinger and Mennella studied a series of small test slicks off the coast of New Jersey [6]. Using
a two-frequency microwave receiver, they plotted the slick thickness of the slicks. These experiments
formed the basis for much of later work, as these particular test slicks had the profile of a fried egg,
that is, there was a thick center portion and a large area of thin slick around this thick portion. This
geometry may, in fact, largely be applicable to a small test slick, as spreading would not be complete
as in an instantaneous or continuous slick that has been on the water for a day or so.
Skou and coworkers reviewed microwave sensing extensively and carried out laboratory and
at-sea experiments to measure oil thicknesses using a three-frequency radiometer (5, 17, and 34 GHz)
[8,9]. It was shown that an accurate thickness profile could be drawn given certain major
compensations. First, the 5 GHz signal gave much greater thicknesses than the 34 GHz channel, and
this had to be compensated for. Second, after a certain thickness, the sensor readings generally
become ambiguous, in this case it was 0.5 mm. Thirdly, as the spatial resolution is low, averaging
takes place, and this usually results in an overestimation of the oil amount. A theoretical study of the
applicability of microwave to water-in-oil emulsions shows that these might not be detected. The
images of an experimental 40 m3 spill are shown in Figure 4.
Pelyushenko developed a method to calculate oil slick thickness using microwaves [10]. The
difference in incoming versus reflected radiation from an oil slick was measured using a pair of
orthogonal receivers. The vertical and horizontal polarization temperatures after measurement were
calculated as differentials from unoiled water. The thickness then was calculated by the typical
methods. Cyclic redundancy was again overcome by using a 2-frequency receiver (11.5 and 34 GHz).
To measure the polarizations and the orthogonal waves, 32 horns were used in the 34 GHz system
and 12 horns in the 11.5 GHz system. Laboratory and tank tests were carried out; however, the success
of the full-scale version is unknown.
The only instrument currently available for measuring slick thickness is the Optimare threechannel microwave instrument [11]. This instrument is claimed to have a capability of measuring
from 0.05 to 3 mm. Versions of this instrument have been sold for about 10 years. There are not much
public data available, as most of the obtained measurements have been used for legal prosecution
purposes. Figure 5 shows a slick imaged using the Optimare instrument.
Hammoud et al. studied oil spill detection as a possibility from a drone platform [12]. In
examining the possibilities, they calculated the reflectivities of the microwave signals (i.e., radar)
from slicks of various thicknesses. It was noted that the simple reflectivities showed cyclical behaviors
at the various frequencies chosen for the calculation (4.5 GHz, 8 GHz and 11 GHz). This dielectric
reflection calculation showed that if one used the frequencies mentioned, that detection of oil could
be confirmed, and the thickness would also be measured. This paper shows that the standard
microwave reflectivity could be used as a slick thickness testing device. The concept of Hammoud et
al. of using three radar frequencies might be less viable as a drone method because of the large weight
and cost.
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Microwave radiometry is a proven technique for remotely measuring the thickness of fresh oil
on the water surface. Limitations include the question of how weathering and water uptake affect
this ability. Water uptake is expected to at least degrade the signal, if not to remove it entirely.

Figure 4. An image of a slick characterized by an early microwave sensor by Skou et al. [8,9]. The
integrated slick volumes are written under each figure. These images were taken using a 3-band
passive microwave imager operating at 5, 17, and 34 GHz. This particular system is applicable to
about 0.5 mm, after which the signal is ambiguous. Thus, this particular system would not be useful
for thicker and freshly spilled oils. Therefore, it is noted that the first scan on the test slick
underestimated the amount of 17 m3 versus about 40 m3 spilled. The scans, later on the first day and
on the second day, had approximately the right amounts of oil. Because of low spatial resolution, the
averaging of the surface takes place, resulting in higher estimates of oil. This is shown by the 32.5 and
32 m3 amounts on the last part of the first day and on the second day of flights. Presumably, these
amounts should have been slightly lower because of slick evaporation. It is also important to note that
the sheens are not seen in microwave images. This early microwave system did not have high
resolution in addition to not being well calibrated.
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Figure 5. An image of a slick characterized by microwave (Photo from Nils Robbe, Optimare, 2017).
The colors of the image represent the thicknesses, and the scale is on the left-hand side of the image
(ranges from 0.2 to 1.2 mm in this case). This is an image from the usual aircraft display, and several
pieces of information are normally available, including location and area of the slick (here this is 0.008
km2, yielding a volume of 1897 L). The data were measured using a 3-band passive microwave imager
operating at 18, 36, and 89 GHz. This instrument is commercially available.

3.2. Sonic Travel Time
The speed of sound is relatively constant in various liquid oils. Therefore, measuring the time of
travel from the top surface to the water–oil interface can provide a measure of oil thickness. This
might be done remotely using laser acoustics [13–15]. The Laser Ultrasonic Remote Sensing of Oil
Thickness (LURSOT) sensor consists of three lasers, one of which is coupled to an interferometer to
accurately measure oil thickness [16–21]. The sensing process is initiated with a thermal pulse created
in the oil layer by the absorption of a powerful CO2 laser pulse. A rapid thermal expansion of the oil
occurs near the surface where the laser beam was absorbed, which causes an acoustic pulse of high
frequency and large bandwidth (~15 MHz for oil). The acoustic pulse travels down through the oil
until it reaches the oil–water interface where it is partially transmitted and partially reflected back
towards the oil–air interface, where it slightly displaces the oil’s surface. The time required for the
acoustic pulse to travel through the oil and back to the surface again is a function of the thickness and
of the acoustic velocity of the oil. The displacement of the surface is measured by a second laser probe
beam aimed at the surface. The motion of the surface induces a phase or frequency shift (Doppler
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shift) in the reflected probe beam. This phase or frequency modulation of the probe beam can then
be demodulated with an interferometer. The thickness can be determined from the time of
propagation of the acoustic wave between the upper and lower surfaces of the oil slick. Laboratory
tests have confirmed the viability of the method, and a test unit has been flown to confirm its
operability. Figure 6 shows the first airborne measurement of slick thickness. This particular slick
was about 6 mm thick. The slick thickness limit depends on the rise time of the YAG laser measuring
the acoustic pulse. The measuring ability of the prototype system is thought to be from about 2 to 15
mm. This might be convenient, since the limits of the other proven remote sensing technique, passive
radiometry, are from about 0.5 to about 3 mm. Therefore, both systems might be needed to measure
thin and thick slicks.

Figure 6. The signal from a 3-laser thickness sensor. The time of the first return pulse corresponds to
a thickness of about 6 mm. This was measured by a prototype sensor mounted in an aircraft and flying
over containers with various thicknesses of oil on water.

Li et al. studied oil thickness using sonic travel time between the oil surface and the oil–water
interface [22]. They used a 355 nm pulsed laser to generate ultrasonic waves on the oil surface and a
scanning laser Doppler vibrometer to detect the surface motion. The laser Doppler vibrometer
measures the amplitude and frequency of the acoustic signals on the surface of the oil and thus both
the input and the return acoustic signals. The time of travel was used to measure oil thickness.
The measurement of sonic travel time through a slick offers a means to measure the oil slick
thickness. The effects of oil weathering on an acoustic thickness measuring system are unknown, as
the speed of sound in an emulsion or water-containing oil is unknown. Further, such a system would
be best to scan, as the thickness of a small oil spot may not be entirely useful or would be difficult to
extrapolate to a larger area.
3.3. Visual Thickness Estimation of Thin Slicks
In the past, a very important tool for working with oil spills was thought to be the relationship
between appearance and thickness. Very little quantitative research work has been done on this topic
in recent times because thickness charts have been available for many years. In fact, the present
thickness charts actually date from 1930 [23]. It had already been recognized before this time that thin
slicks on water had consistent or nearly consistent appearances. A series of experiments were
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conducted at that time and resulted in charts that are still used. Only a few experiments have been
done in recent years, most of which confirmed the thickness–appearance relationships [24].
The acceptance of this early work without further question might be reconsidered, especially in
view of the fact that several factors were probably not addressed:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Effect of slick heterogeneity—Oils, especially heavier ones, do not form a consistent flat slick on
the water surface. Even visual examination shows a type of ‘fried egg’ or similar profile. Most
past experiments presumed that the slick was homogeneously thick. Furthermore, many slicks
do not cover homogeneously an entire area. The effect of surface tension is to pull some oils
together so that multiple little slicks may be formed rather than one uniform slick.
Effect of evaporation—The early slick appearance experiments ignored the effect of evaporation
in calculations of thickness, nor was it recognized that evaporation was an exponential or
logarithmic phenomenon. Sometimes, experimenters presumed that the amount of oil put on
the surface was still present hours afterwards. The effect of evaporation is to lower the amount
of oil having the stated appearance.
Effect of the view angle—It is known that the view angle is critical to observing slicks on water,
especially with respect to the sun. How this affects thresholds was not fully explored. Some
experiments did include the viewing angle and found that the slick's appearance changed
significantly.
Effect of waves on the surface—The appearance of oil slicks on calm water versus that with
different wave conditions could be different. Perhaps, it is only a matter of contrast or differing
discrimination.
Effect of atmospheric and viewing conditions—Another factor that might be important is the
presence of haze and of cloud cover. Haze strongly reduces visibility. It has been observed that
slicks are often less visible in the absence of a cloud cover. Glitter from the sea is known to cause
viewing problems.
Effect of oil type—It is known that dark oils are more visible on the surface than gasoline or
diesel fuel. It is not known if this effect is also true after the very onset of visibility.

The appearance factors are very important because they provide the only current means for
estimating the amount of oil in thin sheens on the sea. There are no means for estimating the amounts
of oil in thick slicks on the sea. It is very important to note that most spilled oil is in the thick slicks,
whose thicknesses cannot be estimated visually. The slick appearance factors are used by cleanup
personnel to direct cleanup operations, by surveillance personnel who patrol for illicit discharges,
and by scientists to predict the fate and behaviour of an oil.
Hornstein reviewed the theoretical approaches and used interference phenomena to correlate
the threshold of rainbow colours to slick thickness [25,26]. The appearance of the rainbow colours is
the result of constructive and destructive interference of the light waves reflected from the air–oil
interface with those reflected from the oil–water interface. The difference in optical path lengths for
these two types of waves depends on the refractive index of the oil. The refractive index of a given
wavelength results in a difference in the optical path length. This difference can be given as:
ΔL = 2t (μ2 − sin2I)½

(1)

where: ΔL is the difference in optical path length; t is the film thickness; μ is the refractive index of
the film; I is the angle of light incidence.
Hornstein points out that if ΔL contains a whole number of wavelengths, then the maximum
destructive interference will occur. If ΔL contains an odd number of half wavelengths, then the
maximum constructive interference will occur.
Then, the maximum destructive interferences occur at:
λ = ΔL/x
where λ is the wavelength under consideration, and x is a whole number as 1,2,3,4 etc.
The maximum constructive interferences occur at:

(2)
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λ = 2ΔL/x

(3)

where x is a whole odd number as 1,3,5,7 etc.
Tables of constructive and destructive wavelengths can be written [25,26]. These then result in a
colour chart for visible oil, with descriptions such as the following: thickness less than 0.15 μm—no
colour apparent, thickness of 0.15 μm—warm tone apparent, thickness of 0.2 to 0.9 μm—variety of
colours (e.g., rainbow), thickness greater than 0.9 μm—colours of less purity. This corresponds to the
observed onset noted in the experiments. Figure 7 shows a rainbow sheen, the only spill thickness
that shows a distinctive visual signature.

Figure 7. A fresh discharge from a vessel which has a rainbow color appearance.

Hornstein also calculated the differential reflectivity of oil and water [25,26]. He calculated that,
at an incidence angle of 30°, the reflectivity of oil is 0.041, and that of water is 0.021. At 60°, oil shows
a reflectivity of 0.09 and water of 0.06, and at 75°, oil has a reflectivity of 0.25 and water of 0.21. These
angles are calculated as the angle of light incidence from the normal, and thus show that reflectivity
increases as the angle of viewing becomes less vertical. The reflectivity may explain the visibility of
very thin films of oil (less than shown by coloration) on the water surface. This calculation
demonstrates that the viewing angle is important and that the greatest contrast is seen from near
vertical angles.
Many different codes were developed, largely based on older work, and some with newer
experimental work, some of which are listed in Table 1 [24]. The findings to date include the
following:
1.

2.
3.

The utility of thicknesses derived from oil color codes is very limited. The only reliable color
codes are those corresponding to very thin oil slicks. Most of the oil is located in the thick
portions of the slick. For larger spills the appearance codes are not useful.
The only reliable thickness indications are the thin sheen and the rainbow portions. The rainbow
portion is the only unique thickness range at about 0.2 to about 1 to 3 μm at the top end.
There are many influences on the appearance, including the sun angle with respect to the viewer,
the view angle, the oil type the sea conditions, the water coloration, the presence of debris, etc.
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There is no supporting evidence for any colorations or relationships for the thicker portions of
the slick.
There are only three thicknesses that can be identified: sheen, rainbow slicks, and thicker oil. A
fourth group, emulsions, might be useful, but their thickness varies and is not well understood.
Again, it should be noted that this classification is not useful for most spills.
Table 1. Relationships between Appearance and Slick Thickness.

Author

Year

Congress

1930

Allen et al.

1970

API

1969

Horstein

1972

Horstein

1973

Parker et
al.

1979

ITOPF
Schriel
Schriel
Duckworth
Brown et
al.

Coast
Guard

1981
1987
1987
1993
1995

1996

Oil

various incl.
Bunker, fuel
oil
Crude-Santa
Barbara
general
Arabian and
Louisiana
crudes
various
North Sea and
Arabian
crudes
general
general
general
various crudes
CrudeNorman Wells
Diesel
Lubricating oil
Hydraulic oil
general - tar
codes
Average

Visibility Thresholds (µm)
darkening
rainbow
minimum silvery
colors

dull
colors

brown

0.1
0.05 to
0.18
0.08

0.23 to
0.75
0.15 to 0.3

1

2.5 to
5.5
2

<0.15

up to
0.15

0.15 to 0.9

0.9 to 1.5

1.5 to 3

0.038

0.076

0.15 to
0.31

1

2

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.3
0.15
0.3
0.1 to 1

0.1
0.3
1

1
5

2
15

0.04

0.075

0.15

0.3

1

3

0.09

0.1

0.59

0.91

2.7

8.5

0.04

1 to 2.5

0.1
0.1
0.05
0.1
0.094
0.165
0.077
0.159

One of the color codes that emerged in recent years is that of the Bonn Agreement [27]. This is
shown in Table 2. It is different from any other code with respect to the thicker parts. The basis for
these thicker appearances is apparently derived from some experimental work that, however, was
never reviewed or published. This is interesting in that the same group issued a report supporting
the conventional codes and decrying any efforts to codify thicker slicks [28]. A second issue is the
calling of the thicker portion ‘metallic’, which, again, is a departure from convention. Most observers
agree that there may not be a commonly accepted color described as metallic. Several parties have
questioned this code [29–32]. There have been no scientific papers supporting this thicker code. There
is strong evidence that the clearest signal for thickness is only with the rainbow sheen, as shown in
Figure 7. The current ASTM standard considers the conventional thin appearance codes and is shown
in Table 3 [33].
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Table 2. The Bonn Agreement Code.

Code
1
2
3
4
5

Description-Appearance
Sheen (silvery/grey)
Rainbow
Metallic
Discontinuous true colour
Continuous true colour

Layer Thickness Interval (µm)
0.04 to 0.03
0.30 to 5.0
5 to 50
50 to 200
more than 2000

Table 3. ASTM Relationship of Thickness to Appearance.

Typical thickness

minimum
0.09

Visibility Thresholds (µm)
silvery rainbow darkening colors
0.1
0.6*
0.9

dull colors
2.7

dark
8.5

Note: This is the only physics-based appearance factor.

4. Concepts for Estimating Slick Thickness
4.1. Near-Infrared Reflectance
Several workers have proposed to use reflection or specular reflection from slicks in the nearinfrared (IR) region to estimate slick thickness. Cox and Munk proposed that a slick might reflect
sunlight differently than a water surface. After some theoretical developments, they proposed that
slick thickness might be a factor in the reflection [34]. De Carolis et al. proposed to use this model to
estimate the thickness of an actual slick, the Lebanon heavy oil spill [35,36]. The theory of Cox and
Munk was extended to estimate that slick thickness changes the reflection coefficient. De Carolis et
al. used near-IR measurements obtained from MODIS and MERIS to obtain input data. Table 4 shows
the result of their calculations (data from de Carolis et al. [36]).
Table 4. Results from De Carolis et al. Using Specular Reflection.

Case

Wavelength used

1

750-757 nm
855-875 nm
841-876 nm
841-876 nm

2
3

Thickness (µm)
Average
3.71
1.86
3
2.29

−% Deviation
62
61
400
14

+%Deviation
65
54
523
69

Table 4 shows that the thickness may be close to what one might estimate (1 to 5 μm), but the
deviations are high and very high for case number 2. The theory behind the specular reflection is not
well established, and the application was never tested against field data by this group.
Clark et al. proposed that color composite images assembled from both visible and near-IR
wavelengths could be used to make images of thick oil, but such images also show strong reflections
from clouds and the glint from the ocean surface [37]. Clark et al. proposed that spectroscopic analysis
of the reflectance spectra within remote sensing imagery could resolve the absorptions due to the
organic compounds in oil and could better discriminate the spectral shape of the oil. A method to
analyse absorptions due to specific materials is called absorption-band depth mapping. Clark et al.
showed that simple three-point-band depth mapping will show the location of absorption features
but cannot identify specific compositions of the compounds causing these features when multiple
compounds have absorptions near the same wavelength. In the case of open ocean images, comprised
of pixels containing water, oil/water mixtures, and clouds, the organic compounds in the oil and
oil/water mixtures have absorption features that are distinct from those of the water and clouds.
These spectral differences should allow one to map the qualitative variations in oil abundance. This
scheme was ‘calibrated’ using reconstructed water-in-oil emulsions in a laboratory setting. Other
than for one set of images from the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, this concept has not been proven.
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Clark et al. used the NASA Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) [37,38].
AVIRIS provides data on the spectrum of a surface at each pixel from 0.35 to 2.5 microns (the visible
spectrum is: blue: 0.4 microns, green 0.53 microns, deep red 0.7 microns) in 224 channels. AVIRIS
data from oil overflights are used to produce a three-point band depth map, indicating the potential
locations of thick oil by the following methods: 1 the radiance data are converted to surface
reflectance using a two-step process; 2 three-point-band depth images are computed using
continuum-removed reflectance spectra using the equation,
D = 1 – 2 Rb/(Rl + Rr)

(4)

where Rb is the reflectance around the absorption maximum (minimum reflectance), Rl is the
reflectance of the left continuum end point, and Rr is the reflectance of the right continuum end point.
The proposed adsorption scheme is shown in Figure 8 (from Leifer et al., 2012 [38]).

Figure 8. The absorption scheme used to calculate oil thickness from near-IR.

The band-depth images produced from calculations are combined into a color composite image
as follows: the 2.3 micron feature in the red channel, the 1.73 micron feature in the green channel, and
the 1.2 micron feature in the blue channel. The thicker oil then shows up in the green-blue regions of
the image.
The Gulf of Mexico oil spill was mapped using the AVIRIS sensor in the ER aircraft, and
thickness maps were plotted [37]. This method appeared to work for the Gulf oil spill, however
confirmation on other spills awaits. Clark et al. reported that AVIRIS covered about 30 percent of the
core spill area, which consisted of emulsion plumes and oil sheens. The derived lower limits for oil
volumes within the top few mm of the ocean surface directly probed with the near-infrared light
detected in the AVIRIS scenes were from 19,000 (conservative assumptions) to 34,000 (aggressive
assumptions) barrels of oil. The areas of oil sheen lacking oil emulsion plumes outside of the core
spill were not evaluated in the oil volume in this study. If the core spill areas not covered by flight
lines contained similar amounts of oil and oil–water emulsions, then the extrapolation to the entire
core spill area defined by a MODIS (Terra) image collected on the same day indicates that a minimum
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of 66,000 to 120,000 barrels of oil was floating on the surface at the time of the flight on May 17, 2010
[37].
An immediate concern one might raise about this technique is that the absorptions were
measured in the laboratory, and the emulsions were ‘reconstituted’. Since emulsion formation is very
complex, doubts are raised about the reliability of these laboratory emulsions.
Sun et al. used the data generated by Clarke et al. to categorize the slicks in the area measured
by AVIRIS and used by Clarke et al. [39]. In their thickness estimates, this constituted about 30% of
the oil coverage by the Deepwater Horizon spill. The thickness classes were divided into four, as
shown in Table 5 below, and the slicks fitting into each of the categories were counted. Further, the
dimensions of the slicks were estimated. Table 5 shows the basic results from Sun et al. with the
approximate volumes calculated [39]. This calculation (performed by the present author) is
interesting in that it shows that only about 20% of the volume estimated was in thin slicks. Most of
the oil was in the thicker slicks, according to the estimations by Sun et al. and their calculations.
Table 5. Sun et al. [39] Thickness Categories.
Thickness
Class (µm)

# of
Slicks

Mean
Length (m)

Mean
Width (m)

Used Thickness
for Calc (µm)

Mean Total
Volume (m3)

% of total
Volume

< 50
50–200
200–1000
> 1000
Total

29,274
16,828
4857
1131

58.1
64.4
36.4
43.8

13.3
12.9
9
10.4

45
150
800
1100

1000
2100
1300
600
5000

20
42
26
12

Macdonald et al. and Holmes et al. used the Clarke estimates for the thicker slicks to calculate
the amount of oil on the sea day by day during the Deepwater Horizon spill [40,41]. These researchers
used synthetic aperture radar data over the Deepwater Horizon spill and neural network analysis of
satellite SAR images to quantify the magnitude and distribution of surface oil in the Gulf of Mexico
from persistent, natural seeps and from the Deepwater Horizon (DWH) discharge. The slicks were
divided into thin and thick (emulsion) slicks. The thickness was estimated to be 1 μm for the thin
slicks and following the Clarke et al. data, and 70 μm for the thick slicks of oil. This analysis was able
to separate the seeps from the oil from the Deepwater Horizon blowout. This analysis showed that
the 87-day DWH discharge produced a surface-oil footprint fundamentally different from
background seepage, with an average ocean area of 11,200 km2 and a volume of 22,600 m3 [40].
Sicot et al. attempted to use the Clark et al. method to measure both the emulsification rate of a
spill and its thickness [42]. The subset of a SWIR wavelength of 1500 to 1750 nm was chosen. The
spectra of various oils in states of emulsification were measured. A model was then created. After
fitting the model to the experimental data, the model was applied to historical spills (Deepwater
Horizon and a Norwegian experimental spill) with claimed good results. The models contain a
number of constants which require manipulation, for example, for various values of one constant, a
thickness of 5 mm or 200–250 μm was achieved.
Niu et al. followed the methods of Clarke et al. using AVIRIS data, however, they developed a
new scheme of spectral indices which were then subjected to a support vector machine [43]. Six
spectral indices were developed, three of which were good predictors of slick thickness, which was
gauged, by using visual appearances, as being medium, thick, or thin. The best index was the one
dubbed ‘SR’ index, which used indicators from the spectral band of 400 to 900 nm, as well as 724 to
821 nm, and 404 to 504 nm. The details of the correlations were not given.
The reflectivity measurements presumed that reflectivity was greatest for the thickest oils,
however other studies show this is not the case. Allik et al. measured the reflectivities of two oils and
one emulsion, and the results showed that reflectivities varied [44]. The Alaska North Slope (ANS)
crude showed lesser reflectivity than its emulsions. The order of reflectivity for the ANS emulsion
(highest to lowest) was 2, 5, 1, 20, 10 mm. For the non-emulsified oil, the order was 3, 2, 5, 1, and 0.5
mm. For Santa Barbara seep oil, the order was 3, 2, 5, 1, 0.5 mm. Lu et al. similarly found that the
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reflectance of a Bohai crude oil slick was the lowest for the thickest oil slick tested and the highest for
the thinnest slick [45]. However, intermediate thicknesses did not necessarily have reflectivities in
the order of their thicknesses. It is clear that the reflectivity does not simply increase or decrease with
oil thickness. Other phenomena must be occurring to explain the observations that some thicknesses
have greater reflectivities than others. Reflectivity in the near-infrared cannot, at this time, be used to
gauge slick thickness.
4.2. Spectral Differences
Several workers report on studies relating thickness to specific wavelengths ranging over the
visible spectrum and sometimes out into the near-infrared. Most typically, wavelengths in the visible
range appeared to correlate with slick thickness. The wavelengths used are summarized in Table 6.
This table also includes the near-infrared reflectance spectra as noted above.
Allik et al. carried out a reflectivity study of oils and emulsions of various thicknesses over the
range of 300 to 2300 nm [44]. It was noted that the spectra were very similar in the visible range, but
the emulsions had higher reflectivity in the spectral region of 900 to 2300 nm (SWIR). It was not noted,
however, that the thicker oils and emulsions had apparent reflectivities lower than those of the thin
ones, negating the use of this phenomenon for oil thickness sensing.
Andreou et al. carried out a hyperspectral signature study of several oils, largely for the purpose
of investigating differences between oils [46]. Thirteen different oils and petroleum products were
studied. The spectra of each oil were gathered and then correlated with age and thickness. It was
found that these did correlate, however the wavelength at which the correlation occurred was
different. The thickness correlated with four different wavelengths: for heavy fuel oil the wavelength
was 893–918 nm, for heating fuel it was 474–500 nm, for kerosene it was 839–864 nm, and for crude
oil it was 715–740 nm. Thickness equation correlations of 0.88 to 0.84 were claimed. This correlation
is, however, not evident in the spectra, as for the three thicknesses used (10, 50, 100 μm), the intensity
of the spectrum is significantly lower at the intermediate thicknesses. There is no theory explaining
why this might work, nor was this same correlation observed by others.
Byfield tested oils in the laboratory and claimed that the relative thickness for light crude oils
could be determined from the ratio of red to near-infrared radiances [47,48]. This ratio increased for
light oils but not heavy ones. This was also tested on the Sea Empress spill with claimed success, but
no results were given.
De Beaucoudrey et al. calculated the reflectivity of oil films on the surface as a function of oil
thickness [49]. They found that the reflectivity did vary with thickness and suggested this might be
used to measure thickness.
Lennon et al. claimed that they were able to relate multi-spectral images from the CASI to slick
thickness [50]. They claimed they could calibrate this to a laser fluorosensor Raman suppression value
(see Raman suppression below). As the Raman suppression claimed was about 1000 times the
accepted physical maximum value, the claims in this paper are questionable.
Li et al. used spectral unmixing techniques to study the reflectivity of diesel fuel over a range of
1 to 127 μm [51]. They noted that there is a strong reflectance peak at 388 nm when the thickness of
the oil film is greater than 6 μm, but there were no distinguishing spectral features when the thickness
was lower than this value. Li et al. concluded that spectral reflectance does show promise for the
remote detection of oil spills.
Lu et al. found that the reflectance of oil changes only marginally in the infrared band from 1150
to 2500 nm, thus this could not be used for positive detection [52]. They also found that the reflectance
of oil decreased with thickness in the visible from 400 to 1150 nm. They were unable to translate this
into a practical scheme to measure oil spill thickness.
Lu et al. attempted to calibrate the wavelengths used on the Hyperion satellite to oil slick
thicknesses, using data from laboratory experiments [45]. They carried out laboratory experiments
over a spectral range of 350 to 2500 nm and used a crude oil native to the Bohai sea region. The
reflectance spectra showed that the greater the thickness, the lower the reflection. All spectra were
normalized to account for various interferences. Further, the laboratory test showed that the red-
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green wavelengths were the best, and correlations were carried out at 550 to 650 nm. The correlations
with slick thickness were about 0.8 r2.
Morinaga et al. claimed to estimate the thickness of leaked oil from the sunken tanker Nakhodka
in the Sea of Japan, by using the relationships between the stick thickness and the upward radiance
[53]. This was investigated by experiments in a test tank. The obtained relationships and in situ
oceanographic measurement data were used for the estimate of the actual oil slick thickness. In the
range of slick thickness of 0.0005–0.0019 mm, white and shiny stripe patterns were observed, and the
appearance was white. This was thought to be caused by the irregular reflection, which results from
the oil droplets because of the small surface tension of the dirty city water. Above the slick thickness
of 0.0027 mm, the white area decreased gradually with the increase of oil and became entirely brown
at the thickness of 0.075 mm. When the thickness increased further, a tint of dark brown increased.
No definite relationship was found between the slick thickness and the dominant wavelength of the
chromaticity point of water. The relationships between the upward radiance and the oil slick
thickness were purportedly measured. This method was never advanced further.
Sykas et al. measured the spectra of 13 oil types from 280 nm to 1093 nm. The oil types were
grouped into four categories, i.e., crude oils, residual fuel oils, heavy fuel oils, and light oils [54]. The
spectral signatures were measured in a lab for six different thicknesses of 1, 5, 10, 50, 100 and 200 μm.
Artificial hyperspectral images were created simulating the spreading of the oil from 1 to 200 μm.
Spectral unmixing methods were applied for oil thickness estimation. A logarithmic equation derived
from the unmixing method was found to be the best fit between the thickness and the abundance
fraction values. The R2 values ranged from 0.48 for residue oils and 0.66 for crude oils to 0.95 for
heavy fuel oils. There do not appear to be any follow-up studies or corroborating studies.
Svejkovsky et al. proposed a thickness detection system based on reflective differences detected
by aerial spectrometers [55–57]. Their test appeared to show that two spectral ranges contained
thickness information: 400 to 480 nm and 625 to 680 nm. The former range varies cyclically with
thickness, so that the latter range is typically used. Tests also showed that the water background is
quite different in different situations and therefore the measurements must be corrected for it. In
practice, the ratio of 600/551 nm was used to account for thickness. A training set was developed
using test rings full of oil at various thicknesses. This was used as a training set in a fuzzy logic
system. Then, the resulting thicknesses were output. The thickness limits were claimed to be up to
0.5 mm. The tests were carried out in a test tank and at the Santa Barbara seeps. There have been no
published physical descriptions on why this method should work.
Wettle et al. carried out a reflectivity and absorbance study of oil from 440 to 770 nm using a
small-scale laboratory apparatus [58]. The objective was to calculate the response of QuickBird and
Hymap satellite sensors to such an oil spill. The authors claimed that reflectivity increased with oil
thickness, although the opposite was generally observed in the data in the paper. They calculated
that a medium crude could only be detected at 10 to 20 μm, and that a condensate could only be
detected at 200 μm. These limits have not been substantiated in the field. There is also some
randomness contained in the data regarding the relation of thickness to reflection.
Ye et al. studied the reflectivity of five oils, i.e., gasoline, diesel, lube oil, kerosene, and crude oil,
over a spectrum from UV to NIR [59]. It was noted that the spectrum related to the thickness as well
as to the oil type. Not all oil types showed the same spectra with respect to thickness and, in fact,
could be quite different. The reflectance curves peaked at around 380 nm, and that of crude oil was
less than water at wavelengths greater than 340 nm. The authors suggested that this phenomenon
might be best used for detection rather than for universal thickness measurement.
Zhan et al. used hyperspectral data from an oil spill to improve detection and purportedly
calculate oil thickness [60]. They first corrected the data to remove sun glitter and then normalized
the image. This, they claimed, led to a relative thickness map. This has never been repeated.
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Table 6. Wavelengths Reported as Possibly Relating to Slick Thickness.

Wavelengths
Visible
Author
Allik
Andreo
Byfield
Clarke
De Carolis
Lennon
Li
Lu
Lu
Morinaga
Niu
Sicot
Sykas
Svejkovsky
Wettle
Ye
Zhan

Year
2016
2011
1989
2010
2012
2006
2012
2013
2008
2003
2016
2015
2011
2008
2009
2015
2010

300 nm

400 nm

500 nm

NIR
600 nm

x
x

x

700 nm

800 nm

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

900 nm
x

IR

1 µm
x

2 µm

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

–

14 µm

Specific Wavelengths
975, 1600 nm
893–918 nm
474–500 nm 715–740 nm
550, 750 nm
1.2 μm
2.3 μm
750–757 nm
855–875 nm 841–876 nm
470 nm
308 nm peak but broad range
550–650 nm
1150–2500 nm 400 –1150 nm.
peak at 510 nm
400–900 nm
1.2 μm
2.3 μm
Broad from 280 nm to 1093
400–480/625–680 nm
480 nm
340, 380 nm
516, 894 nm
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In summary, several researchers noted spectral differences in thickness using oils of various
types. Most of these studies were not repeated. Furthermore, the studies sometimes contradict each
other. For example, some studies found greater spectral brightness or reflectance as a result of
increasing thickness, other found the opposite, and still other found this to be varying. The
wavelengths of interest also varied widely between the studies. This is highlighted in Table 6 which
shows that there are no repeats of a specific wavelength in 16 studies. This appears to suggest that
wavelengths showing peaks with varying thickness may be uniquely the result of local conditions
and the type of oil being used.
4.3. Infrared Emission
As the infrared appears to show a higher thickness gradation, several parties have suggested
that infrared brightness could be used as a thickness scale. Over the years, there have been many
attempts to ‘calibrate’ various systems to measure oil thickness, all to no avail. Surface temperatures
may be confused with internal temperatures. Brown et al. carried out a series of laboratory and tank
tests to determine if there was a correlation between infrared brightness and slick thickness [61]. Two
crude oils were used, a light and a heavy crude. The oils were progressively decanted into an outdoor
tank with the infrared image constantly monitored by an overhead camera. Slicks ranging from 1 to
10 mm of each oil were progressively built up in the boomed area of the test tank. The slick
thicknesses was confirmed by an underwater ultrasonic probe which had been laboratory-verified.
The data from the infrared camera was then processed, and the brightness was compared to the slick
thickness. There was no correlation between brightness and thickness, indicating that the brightness
of the infrared image does not vary with the slick thickness. The infrared emission of the slick is
constant after a certain minimum thickness is reached.
Several earlier workers noted that the infrared might be used to measure oil thickness [62–66].
Most of these did not result in useable schemes, and the authors later suggested that the infrared
might not be the way to proceed. Shih and Andrews studied the emission and reflectance from thin
sheens such as seeps [63–65]. They found that the emissions were highest in the far infrared and could
provide detectability. Shih and Andrews studied infrared thickness and sensing and noted there was
no information for thickness and also that the thickness difference was a matter of thermal heating,
period of heating, and contrast to the unheated background [65]. There was no signature that would
yield thickness.
Allik et al. carried out a series of tests on a small pool using long-wave thermal imagery [44].
Oils of various thicknesses were imaged over several hours, including into the night. The usual
inversions were observed, that is, the thicker oil appeared to be hotter and vice versa at night. The
authors claimed that this would indicate that IR could be used to measure oil thickness if one avoided
the night cross-over. Quantitative measurements were not taken. Lu et al. conducted IR emission
experiments with various oil thicknesses in a small tank [67]. There were some differences detected
in brightness temperature with oil thickness, however the differences may not be useable as a
measurement because of the many varying conditions in actual field situations, such as varying
thicknesses, water content, and lack of thermal equilibrium of the water and oil. It was noted that the
greatest differences between thicknesses was due to the increase in temperature in the mornings. A
useful point is that the greatest thermal differences were noted at noon local time. The nighttime
detection is best at midnight local time.
4.4. Radar Methods-Wave Damping
As oil on the sea is detected using radar by the damping of capillary waves at wind speeds of
about 3 to 8 m/s, some researchers felt that this might be progressive with spill thickness. Jones tried
to correlate the area of dampened slicks with the wind speed and thickness [68]. Success was not
reported. True et al. proposed that regular SAR backscatter could be used to measure oil thickness
[69]. Backscatter contrast was claimed to be better for low-incidence angles. Thus, the existing radar
satellites could be used to make this measurement. This was tested in a tank, but not in an actual spill.
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Hühnerfuss et al. noted that real aperture radar returns appeared to show thin and thick portions in
oil spills [70]. This was not pursued, probably because of the demise of the real aperture radar systems
Cheng et al. studied the damping of capillary waves over the Deepwater Horizon spill using the
capillary wave damping as measured by the radar altimeter satellites Jason 1 and -2 [71]. These
satellites operate in the Ku (13.5 GHz) and C (5.3 GHz) bands and are active sensors used to measure
sea height and other parameters. Calm surfaces such as oil spills cause a surface brightness
(backscatter bloom). Cheng et al. used the archival Deepwater Horizon surface coverage data that is
categorized by coverage and classifies slicks as thick or thin. Jason 1 and 2 data were taken during
the time that oil coverage was extensive in the Gulf of Mexico during 2010. The data were then
compared between winds speeds and oil coverage. Although there were some differences in
backscatter for oil and no oil in nadir (straight down-looking) data, there were significant differences
in angular backscatter data, as shown in Table 7. These differences, which were often as great as 100%,
convinced Cheng et al. that radar altimetry has the potential to yield oil thickness measurements—at
least in the range of thick versus thin, as shown here [71].
Table 7. Cheng et al. Backscatter Measurements over Deepwater Horizon [71].

Mean Off-Nadir Angle (degrees)

Increase from no oil (%)

Thick Oil

Thin Oil

Thick Oil

Satellite

Wind Speed (m/s)

No Oil

Jason-1

0-3

0.069

0.14

0.23

103

233

3-6

0.012

0.022

0.025

83

108

>6

0.012

0.024

0.021

100

75

0-3

0.032

0.047

0.064

47

100

3-6

0.015

0.025

0.027

67

80

>6

0.01

0.012

0.023

20

130

Jason-2

Thin Oil

Ermakov et al. studied the dampening of waves in a small oscillatory cell and calculated the
dampening effect of an oil as a function of oil thickness [71, 72]. At small thicknesses, they concluded
that the oil they used had an elasticity of 10 mN/m at its existing viscosity. The maximum dampening
coefficient would be observed at slick thicknesses of about 0.3 to 1 mm. They proposed that, in the
future, they could extend this to a model of slick thickness with the wave dampening observed in
radar.
Radar-detected wave dampening occurs with oil spills, and it appears it may increase with
increasing thickness. This can be detected using radar backscatter. However, the wave dampening is
largely affected by wind and waves. The effect of these would require compensation to yield a slick
thickness measurement.
4.5. Water Raman Suppression
When a laser fluorosensor is used, the laser wavelength activates a water Raman signal. Raman
scattering involves energy transfer between the incident light and the water molecules. When the
incident ultraviolet light interacts with the water molecules, Raman scattering occurs. The water
molecules absorb some of the energy as rotational–vibrational energy and emit light at wavelengths
which are the sum or difference between the incident radiation and the vibration–rotational energy
of the molecule. The Raman signal for water occurs at 344 nm when the incident wavelength is 308
nm (XeCl laser). With an excitation at 460 nm (tunable dye laser), the Raman occurs at about 540 nm
[73]. The water Raman signal is useful for maintaining wavelength calibration of the fluorosensor in
operation, but has also been used in a limited way to estimate oil thickness, because the strong
absorption by oil on the surface will suppress the water Raman signal in proportion to thickness
[74–77]. The point at which the Raman signal is entirely suppressed depends on the type of oil, since
each oil has a different absorption coefficient. The Raman signal suppression has led to estimates of
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sensor detection limits of about 0.05 to 0.1 μm. It should be noted that this thickness is well below
that of interest for oil spill countermeasures.
Patsayeva et al. showed the Raman suppression thickness measurements were true for the nm
oil thickness range (100 nm = 0.1 μm) [78]. They also developed an algorithm to estimate thicknesses
up to about 3 μm. The ratio of the Raman suppression at two wavelengths is taken both inside and
outside the slick and used as input for an equation. Lennon et al. claimed to have calibrated their
fluorosensor and Raman suppression readings to oil spill thicknesses in the laboratory [50]. They
claimed to have calibrated this up to μm, however this is impossible noting that the scientists above
found that the limits were 1000 times lower than this. This lower limit (about nm) has also been noted
by many operators of fluorosensors [79,80]. On a different tact with laser fluorosensors, Viser carried
out laboratory tests using laser fluorescence with lasers at 337 nm (UV) and 633 nm(red), and onethird extending the thickness range to 490 nm (blue) [81]. The level of fluorescence was correlated
with the thickness for 32 oils and heavy fuels. This method was never extended further nor tested in
the field.
4.6. Modeling and Calculations
Several researchers have employed oil slick spreading equations and the resulting area to
calculate the average thickness of slicks [82–84]. These are, at best, estimates since the spreading
equations are not good predictors and since both thin and thick slicks are counted in the area
calculations. The researchers typically propose backward thickness calculations using spreading
equations and area estimates obtained from radar satellite data.
Goodman et al. set up a series of small test tanks to measure the spreading of oil in an attempt
to determine if there was such a thing as an average thickness [85]. The tanks were rapidly filled with
an oil and monitored with a camera to measure the spreading rate. This test showed that for this oil
type (a Mexican crude) spreading was differential and there was no average thickness. BoniewiczSzmyt et al. carried out some laboratory experiments using optical methods to measure the spreading
rates [86]. They calculated spreading rates and equilibrium thicknesses of 0.02 to 1.25 cm. These
thicknesses are obviously far too great for typical crude and fuel oils. Other attempts to calculate
equilibrium thicknesses have not been successful in actual practice [87–89]. It is suggested that the
final thicknesses are a function of many factors, including oil properties, wind, sea conditions,
temperature, etc.
Others have looked at the effect of waves, hoping that the containment in the bottom of waves
might provide an answer [90]. Kordyban studied oil in waves and found that waves do not part the
oil, but simply thin them at the top [91]. Thus, this parting cannot be used to measure oil amounts.
4.7. Sorbents and Selective Oil Recovery to Measure Oil on the Surface
The use of sorbents to measure oil by contact on the surface has been suggested and practiced
by many [92]. The practice is to apply a sorbent in the field and then take the oil-soaked sorbent home
and analyze the amount of oil in it. There are several problems with using sorbents. These include:
presumption that the sorbent picks up only the oil it overlays and not more; that the sorbent picks up
all the oil over which it lays; and that the oil in the sorbent can be accurately quantified. A study of
the laboratory use of sorbents to measure slick thickness showed that there were many problems and
that the variance of sorbent analysis was about 40% in a good, small laboratory setting [92]. It was
estimated that the field variance was as much as 10 times this value, rendering this technique almost
entirely useless.
Another technique used by Svejkovsky and Muskat was to place an acrylic sheet directly into
the slick and then pull it out [55]. The oil was scrapped off and measured by volume. The assumption
was that the oil on the side of the plate was constantly being adsorbed. This method raises many
doubts as to its actual relation to slick thickness.
Some workers have tried to measure oil thickness by recovering a certain area of oil. Another
variant of this, applicable only to test tanks, is the complete recovery of surface oil after an
experiment. Tissot et al. carried out several tests in a test tank to determine whether they could
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quantitatively remove all oil [93]. They claimed success in this regard and thus were able to carry out
a mass balance of oil in the tank.
4.8. UnderWater Slick Thickness Measurements
It is relatively well known that an ultrasound measuring device, such as one made for a variety
of purposes, can also measure thick oil slicks on water [94]. Workers in the oil spill field have also
used this technique from below the water surface [61]. This is possible because there are sonic
reflections from the oil–water interface and from the air–oil interface. This technique can only be used
in a calm situation such as in the laboratory, and the minimum measurable thicknesses are thought
to be 2 mm. Fujikake first presented this technique in 1966 [95]. An oil thickness gauging apparatus
for oil of any type, density, and color was developed for direct measurements, together with a method
for obtaining the oil thickness distribution from image data. The gauging apparatus, detecting the
oil–water interface, consists of a composite of ultrasonic and servo-type wave gauges. The apparatus
was capable of measuring a maximum thickness of 27 mm with an accuracy of 0.1 mm.
Massaro et al. studied the underwater measurement of slick thickness [96]. They developed a
model which used the Fresnel reflection of light from a slick. This was tested using two fibre optic in
water under a slick. The reflection of white light was measured, and its reflection related to slick
thickness using the model developed. The tests showed that the model and experiment worked in a
small test cell.
Wilkinson et al. conducted experiments detecting oil under ice using cameras and ultrasound
[97]. Ultrasound was proposed to function, as the impedances of the water–oil and oil–ice layers
would be such that reflections of ultrasound would result. These, in turn, could be detected and give
detection and a means of measuring the oil thickness. The tests were conducted in a test tank, and oil
was released under the ice and detected using a 1.1 MHz ecosounder with a 1.6°conical beam. The
sounder was located 1.18 m from the ice bottom. The oil thickness detected was about a maximum of
3 cm. The researchers noted that there are possible interferences in this detection method, including
the presence of air at the same location as the oil, oil penetration into the ice, and oil being
encapsulated by the ice.
The measurement of oil slick thicknesses using ultrasonics works well and is limited to
thicknesses of about 2 mm up to about 20 times this value. The method is, of course, a near-field
method and depends on calm conditions.
4.9. Other Techniques
Several small-scale methods or methods that relate to close-in surface measurements have been
proposed. Cheemalapati et al. conducted a small-scale laboratory study on thickness measurement
by placing one of two types of Deepwater Horizon recovered oil between two microscope slides and
measuring light transmission through the oil [98]. Various thicknesses of oil were used between 5 to
30 μm. The transmission was measured using an optical power meter. This power was then
correlated with thickness. The authors did not relate this thickness measuring method to possible atsea methods.
Denkikian et al. and Koulakezian et al. proposed a remote transmitting sensor based on a
combination of a LED spectral sensor combined with a sensor of electrical conductivity. This was not
demonstrated on actual spills [99,100].
Kukhtarev et al. studied the use of laser optical interferometry on slick determination [101]. This
method works by the fact that different thickness layers cause different diffraction patterns. Reading
these different diffraction patterns may result in a measurement of the thickness of oil. The technique
was applied in the laboratory on a variety of oils including Macondo oil from the Gulf spill. This
technique must certainly be limited to more transparent oils. This has not been pursued further than
the paper noted.
Li et al. developed a small buoy to detect and measure oil thickness layers. The device used the
absorption of radio waves to measure up to about 1 mm of oil [102].
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Lu et al. proposed a model of a beam of visible light travelling through an oil layer and being
reflected off the top of the oil layer and from the top of the water surface [103]. This would result in
interference between the two beams of reflected light and would then yield interference patterns that
could be detected. These could be deconvoluted to yield oil thickness. This model was proposed to
be applicable to more transparent oils up to a limiting thickness. A small simulation was carried out
using one type of oil. Since most oils have little to no transparency to visible light, this method may
not yield results in practice.
Sun et al. studied oils in the laboratory and found that there was a polarization difference
between oils and water [104]. This peaked at a look angle of 20 to 30 degrees and at the wavelength
of 785 to 880 nm. In the laboratory, they claimed to discriminate thicknesses of 20 to 220 μm. This
method has never been tested in larger tanks nor at sea.
While interesting, these methods may not show potential at full scale for reasons that are fairly
obvious, most are close-proximity methods only which do not show robustness under a variety of
environmental variables.
5. Summary
The current situation in oil spill thickness measurement can be summarized as:
1.

2.

3.

4

5.
6.

7.

Thin sheens are fairly reliably detected by vision. Experienced observers will recognize what
sheen is. Sheen equates to thicknesses from about 0.05 to about 0.2 μm (a difference of 40 times).
Unfortunately, this is not much of use on spills, as most of the oil is in thicker slicks.
The only slicks that give very clear thickness indications are those with rainbow-colored sheens.
These have thickness of about 0.2 to about 2 or 3 μm. Again, this is not particularly useful in real
spills, furthermore rainbow sheens are rarely seen in the case of larger spills.
Visually, there is no thickness information besides the sheen and the rainbow sheen. Thick oil
appears to be just that, and one cannot tell if it is 2 μm or 20 mm. The appearance codes that
profess to do this are probably incorrect.
Emulsions at sea appear quite differently and have variable thicknesses. There is no way to
estimate their thickness. Simply put, compared to sheen, they are thick. Thickness may range
from 2 μm to 20 mm; there is no way to measure thick emulsions at this time.
Visually, all one can say is that, given good observation conditions, there are sheens, rainbow
sheens, thick oil, and emulsions. Mass balance wise, only the latter two are relevant.
Only two technical means are available to remotely measure oil thickness, i.e., passive
microwave radiometry and laser–acoustic measures. Microwave radiometry is developed at this
stage and is commercialized. Microwave techniques may fail when the oil contains water.
A good means of calibrating remote thickness measurement systems is needed. Plastic sheeting
can be used to calibrate passive microwave systems.

6. Conclusions
Thickness of oil spills is an important but poorly studied topic. The examination of the limited
data that exists shows that we do not understand the distribution nor the profiles of oil spills.
Currently, there are only three situations where a visual indication is pertinent, i.e., sheens, rainbowcolored sheens, and thicker oil—by exception to the other two indications. The only clear signal is
that of a rainbow sheen, this effect being caused by the physics of light interactions. In typical spills,
one rarely sees rainbow sheen. None of these indications are actually useful to countermeasures, as
only the thick oil can be dealt with and recovered. Almost all the oil is in the thicker portion of a slick.
Another visual indication that is poorly understood in terms of thickness regards emulsions.
Emulsions' thickness appears to vary, but no measurements have been taken nor are there any ready
means to do this.
Passive microwave has the ability to give indications of slick thickness, albeit in a cyclical
fashion, that is, one brightness signal implies several possible thicknesses. This can be rectified by
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using several frequencies. The only commercial unit available uses three frequencies and is said to be
capable of measuring thicknesses up to 3 mm.
Acoustic travel time using laser actuation and measurement has shown to be a viable alternative
for remote thickness measurements. One airborne measurement has been made and several in
laboratory situations. The current technology, not being pursued at the moment, is limited to about
2 or 3 millimeters and up.
In total, there are more than 30 technical suggestions for measuring oil spill thickness remotely.
Most have not been pursued past an initial paper. Only microwave radiometry and acoustic travel
return measurements show promise for the future. Only microwave radiometry has a current
commercial unit.
A serious problem on thickness measurement still remains. This is how to calibrate or verify any
new measurement techniques that come forward. A good solid calibration or verification method is
needed to provide baseline data.
There is a continuing need to measure the thickness of oil spills for many reasons, as discussed
in this paper. This need continues to increase with time, however, insufficient research effort is
devoted to this task. Several viable concepts have been developed but require further work and
verification. Furthermore, we currently do not have tools, not even rules of thumb, by which to gauge
the thickness regimes of slicks.
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